POP Bubble Wand Supplies

- Pipe Cleaners
- Beads (optional)
- Water
- Dish Soap
- Small Dish
**POP Bubble Wand Instructions**

**Step 1:** Mold the end of a pipe cleaner to your desired 2D or 3D shape. You may need to join multiple pipe cleaners for larger shapes.

**Step 2:** Twist the bottom of the shape created once.

**Step 3:** String beads through.

**Step 4:** Fold the bottom of the pipe cleaner to seal in the beads.

---

**POP Bubble Solution Instructions**

**Step 1:** Combine 1 cup of water and 2 tablespoons of dish soap in a small dish.
All done. Time to make bubble magic!

Bubbles Fun Fact:

Bubbles are unable to form in space due to the lack of air pressure. The internal air pressure of a bubble and external pressure here on Earth makes it an ideal environment for blowing bubbles!